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Flow Analysis Through the Centrifugal Impeller of a Vacuum
Cleaner Unit
Janez Rihtaršič* - Matjaž Šubelj - Marko Hočevar - Jože Duhovnik
University o f Ljubljana, Faculty o f Mechanical Engineering, Slovenia

Flow through the centrifugal impeller o f a vacuum cleaner unit was investigated. This was done
using experimental measurements and numerical simulations. Two different operational points were selected
fo r the experiment.
Experiments were performed using flow visualization with the use o f the passive seeding particles.
The rotational speed was reduced by using the theory o f dynamical similarity where water was used as a
flow medium instead ofair. Numerical simulations were performed by using compressible and incompressible
fluids. Flow through impeller channels is presented as particle trajectories and relative velocities for
experimental approach and as flow streamlines and relative velocities fo r numerical approach.
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0 INTRODUCTION
Aerodynamic geometry of vacuum cleaner
units is a result o f compromise between diverse
working conditions; from high volum e flow to
minimum volume flow caused by full dust bag or
clogged filters. W rong geom etry results in
unsatisfactory performance, increased noise and surge
or stall effects. To achieve a wide area of optimum
operational conditions of the vacuum cleaner, it is
necessary to know and understand the properties of
the fluid flow at all operation conditions. This is
possible to achieve through experim ental
measurements and/or with numerical analysis.
Numerical simulations of flow are often and
successfully used for the flow visualization and
flow a n a ly sis, m ean w h ile ex p erim en tal
visu alizatio n s are less frequ en tly conducted.
However, both approaches supplement each other
and they are indispensably needed to understand
som e o f th e phen o m en a. In th ese cases,
experimentally gathered data are used as boundary
c o n d itio n s for n u m erical sim u la tio n s and
som etim es, especially outside o f the optimum
w o rk in g c o n d itio n s, e x p e rim e n ta l d ata are
sometimes the only source o f information.
T h ere are m any d iffe re n t m eth o d s o f
experimental flow visualization. Some use smoke
or coloured fluid other use solid additives such as
small particles [1] to [5].

Two different methods o f experimental flow
visualization with the use o f solid particles are
presented in references [1] and [2], Experimental
visualization of flow through centrifugal impeller
was described by Pedersen and Jacobsen [ 1], where
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) method was
used. They performed measurements at nominal
flow and at one fourth of the nominal flow. They
noticed that at operation in nominal conditions,
flow fo llo w s the blade cu rv atu re w ithout
separations, whereas at operation at one fourth of
the nominal flow, separations o f the flow from the
suction side of the blades were observed. Another
approach to experim entally visualize the flow
through the impeller is by capturing trajectories of
the seeding particles. Such method was applied in
Irabu et al. [2], where polystyrene particles were
used to visualize the flow through the volute. The
lather method was also used for visualization of
flow through impeller at two different working
conditions.
1 DYNAMICAL SIMILARITY OF THE FLOW
Application o f the visualization technique
to capture trajectories o f the individual particles
dictated the reduction o f flow velocities in the
centrifugal rotor. On the basis o f the theory of flow
similarity, this was achieved using water as a flow
medium. In the follow-up, we will discuss the
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geom etrical and dynam ical sim ilarity and the
selection o f the measurement point.
Similarity o f flows is achieved by assuring
the geometrical similarity where we assume that
the losses through the impeller are not dependent
upon the magnitude o f the flow (one impeller is a
true geom etrical scale o f the other) and w ith
assurance o f the dynamical similarity [6] and [7].
To fu lfill the req u irem en ts o f the dynam ical
sim ilarity, test conditions should be chosen to
satisfy the Reynolds, Euler, Thoma, Froude and
Weber similarity numbers, however this is usually
impossible. Thoma, Froude and Weber similarity
numbers deal with cavitation. Here, such conditions
w ere selected that no cavitation occurred in all
operational points and thus these numbers were not
considered. The Reynolds and Euler sim ilarity
numbers are explained later.
Flow through two geom etrically sim ilar
impellers is equal if the velocity fields o f both flows
are identical. We used the identical impeller for
measurements as it is used in the vacuum cleaner
unit (Fig. 2), thus the geometrical similarity was
assured. By fulfilling dynamical similarity and with
similarity o f the Reynolds number, we can expect
d ev elo p m en t o f sim ilar b o u n d ary layers and
separations o f the flow, as they appear with the use
o f air as a flow medium. Compressibility conditions
were not satisfied but their influence on stream lines
and relative velocities was estimated to be low. This
was found by comparing CFD simulations where
co m p ressib le and in co m p ressib le flow s w ere
compared (chapters 4.1.2 and 4.2.2).
W hen operating in the same flow medium
at two different rotational speeds, the ratio o f the
volum e flows is proportional to the ratio o f the
ro ta tio n a l sp eed s and th e ra tio o f the static
pressures is proportional to the square ratio o f the
rotational speeds. Ratio o f the static pressures is
also proportional to the ratio o f the densities o f
the flow medium if the rotational speed is constant
[8]:
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F ro m E q u a tio n s (1) to (3), w e get
dependence between rotational speed, when the
flow medium is air, and rotational speed, when the
flow medium is water (Eq. 4):
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Because we used identical impeller for both
flow medium, the change in Reynolds number,
depends only upon the change o f rotational speed
and upon the change o f the kinematic viscosity.
Relation between rotational speeds and viscosities
is given in:
(5)
v

[mm2/s]
kinematic viscosity.
Using water as a working medium, we were
able to adjust Reynolds number by changing the
water temperature. However, due to the selection
o f the test rig m aterials and due to capturing
frequency o f the CCD camera, we were not able to
achieve the same Reynolds number as when using
air as a flow medium. We heated the water to 60°
C. This way, we were able to obtain similarity o f
Reynolds number o f around 31% for both volume
flows.
E uler num ber was fulfilled because the
m e a su re m e n t c o n d itio n s w ere se le c te d in
accordance to the Equation (4).
2 CFD MODEL
N um erical analysis was conducted with
commercial code CFX 5.7 by Ansys Inc. It is a 3dimensional unstructured mesh code that solves a
set o f Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations
(RANS) [9]. In the RANS approach, the mass and
the m om entum conservation equations together
with the equations o f the turbulence model form a
closed set o f equations. The mass conservation
equation reads:
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Here p is the density o f the fluid and u is
velocity o f the fluid. The momentum conservation
equation is:
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model uses a finite volumes, coupled implicit,
pressu re based solution technique. A highresolution differentiating scheme was used, which
locally adjusts the discretisation to be as close to
S econd-O rder as p o ssib le, w hile ensuring
boundedness o f the solution.

(7),

2.1. Simulation
where P denotes modified pressure and p denotes
viscosity.
ß e ff
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The closure o f the set o f the equations is
simplified to the determination o f the turbulent
v isco sity p t, w hich is u sually d eterm ined by
introducing the equations of the turbulence model.
For this case, a two equation k-e turbulence model
was applied [9] and [10]. Additional equations read:
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where k is the turbulent kinetic energy, e is the
tu rb u le n t k in e tic energy d issip a tio n rate, Pk
represents the generation o f turbulent kinetic
energy due to the mean velocity gradients, crk, cr,
Ce l, and Ce 2, are model coefficients. The numerical

In the numerical study of the vacuum cleaner
unit, a steady state approach was used with a single
rotating frame o f reference. A stage interface was
used between rotating impeller and both steady inlet
region and diffuser. Stage interface is modeled using
a mixing plane - flow quantities are averaged in the
pitch wise direction through the mixing plane,
whereas their actual distribution is maintained in
axial direction. An unstructured tetrahedral mesh was
used w ith hexahedral layer mesh at the wall
boundaries. The analysis was carried out through
the whole suction unit, including diffuser and motor
part (Fig. 1). The overall mesh consisted o f477,149
nodes; one impeller blade passage was modeled with
30,070 nodes. A periodic boundary condition was
used to model full geometry. A mesh sensitivity study
was carried out to ensure that appropriate mesh
density was chosen for the simulations. While finer
mesh (640,178 nodes) did not show any considerable
improvement in accuracy of flow quantities, coarser
mesh (375,983 nodes) exceeded the predicted inlet
pressure and air efficiency of vacuum cleaner unit
by as much as 20%.

Fig. 1. Mesh model o f the impeller, diffuser, return channels and the electrical motor.

Outlet region is not shown here.

The walls were modeled as adiabatic smooth
walls and the scalable wall functions were used as
a boundary condition. M easured values o f mass
flow rate and static temperature were prescribed at
the inlet, static pressure and tem perature at the
outlet. Outlet boundary condition was prescribed
as an opening at the exhaust openings o f motor
housing.
Two sets o f simulations were carried out
using air as a com pressible and incompressible
working fluids. In the compressible case, we used
air as an ideal gas and in the incompressible case
we used air with constant properties at 25 °C. O f
the whole volume flow / pressure characteristics
curve o f the suction unit, we analyzed two operating
points that match the measurement points o f the
experiment. Num erical results for both selected
volume flows show very good agreement with the
pressure/volume flow characteristics o f the suction
u n it w ith d isc re p a n c y o f in le t p re ssu re and
aerodynamic efficiency values being within 4%.
Residual target o f 10-4 was achieved in converging
calculations, usually within 300 iterations.
3 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

was circulating inside the test rig so that working
conditions were constant. Testing im peller was
operating inside the original vacuum cleaner unit,
d riv e n by ex te rn a l asy n ch ro n o u s m otor.
Asynchronous motor was controlled by a frequency
regulator.
Seeding particles with radius of 0.5mm were
made out o f polypropylene to have the same density
as working medium. Particles were introduced into
the impeller at radius R0=0 mm. For visualization
we used non-interlaced CCD camera Sony XC HR50. Resolution o f the camera was 640x480 pixels,
which equals 140x105 mm. Sampling frequency
is f =60 Hz and exposure time is t = 5-10-4 s. Camera
was positioned under a glass tank in the axis o f the
impeller. For illumination we used ring illuminator
Vega Velum DC. With appropriate positioning o f
the illu m in atio n source and the cam era, the
reflections o f light were reduced to a minimum.
The images were digitized and recorded using a
frame grabber NI 1409 and a NI Vision software
module running on a Labview software platform.
Temperature was measured using Pt-100
resistance thermometer and maintained in the liquid
vessel at the temperature region ±1°C.

3.1 Test Rig

3.2 Selection of Measurement Point

M e a su re m e n ts w ere c o n d u c te d on a
shrouded impeller with nine 2D blades (Fig. 2).
The cover o f the vacuum cleaner unit and the
shroud o f the impeller were m anufactured from
perspex, which enabled us to follow the particles
through the entire impeller channel.
Im peller was submerged in the test rig as
shown in Figure 3. A glass tank was used with
dimensions 400x400x350 mm. The flow medium

F ig u re 4 show s p ressu re/v o lu m e flow
characteristics curve o f the vacuum cleaner suction
unit under operation with air. Measurements with
water were conducted in dynamically equivalent
points at high volume flow g 1=1.46Qn,
=336.8
rpm (m easurem ent point 1) and nom inal flow
Q2=Qn, n 2 = 359.5 rpm (measurement point 2).
Measurement points 1 and 2 were obtained
by setting the rotational speeds which were calculated

in accordance w ith E quation 4 and by setting
appropriate water column height that corresponded
to selected static pressure. Both measurement points
are on the same pressure/volume flow characteristics.
The sampling frequency o f the camera and
the dimensions o f the test rig were considered when
selecting the pressure/volume flow characteristics.
Thus, we were able to record sufficient number of

consecutive images o f the same particle at high
volume flow, and the height of the water column
was kept moderate at high pressures (nominal
volume flow).
In each o f the two measurement points, we
conducted 15 measurements and for each o f the
m easu rem en t we recorded a series o f 200
consecutive images.

Fig. 4. Pressure/volume flow characteristics curve o f the vacuum cleaner suction unit under operation

with air. Dots show measurement point at a high volume flow Q,=l-46Qn (measurement point 1)
and at nominal flow Q2=Qn(measurement point 2).

3.3 Image Analysis
The p u rp o se o f im age an aly sis w as to
establish occurrences o f particles in the centrifugal
rotor.
For the purposes o f the analysis, a computer
program called T R A C E R was w ritten in C++.

Tracer enabled to rotate pictures in correlation with
impeller revolutions. This enabled to follow the
particle through the seemingly static impeller blade
channels. Furthermore, this feature also enabled to
m ake a com puting corrections o f the im peller
freq u en cy , w h ich w as v ary in g d u rin g the
m e a su re m e n ts w ith in the ran g e o f 1 Flz.

Fig. 5. Trajectories o f a single measurement at nominal volume flow

Fig. 6. Trajectories o f a single measurement at nominal flow after the rotation into a single blade

channel

M easurem ent error due to changing frequency was
a lre a d y re p o rte d in re fe re n ce [1], w here its
influence was much greater because o f the longer
measuring time.
On average, we captured 16 trajectories per
measurement and the measurement itself lasted 3.3
secs. Trajectories were captured through different
im peller blade channels (Fig. 5). Occurrences of
particles were defined with accuracy of 1 pixel which
equals 0.22 mm. Trajectories were further rotated
into a single impeller blade channel (Fig. 6).
4 RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS AND
COMPARISON WITH CFD SIMULATIONS
Results o f experimental measurements are
b ased on im age analysis, perform ed w ith the
T R A C E R p ro g ram . F ro m the e sta b lish e d
occurrences o f the particles we were able to define
trajectories o f a single particle and its relative
velocity. Altogether, 246 trajectories were captured
at measurement point 1 and 199 trajectories were
captured at measurement point 2.

4.1 Trajectories
4.1.1 Experimental Results
At each flow rate, 15 measurements were
conducted and for each measurement, an average
trajectory was calculated. In this way, we got 15
average trajectories in each o f the two measurement
points. To calculate average trajectory, we divided
the length o f the channel into several sections. The

Fig. 7. Envelope o f average trajectories o f 15
measurements at Q=1.46Qn in n ; =336.8 rpm.

Dashed line indicates the middle line o f the blade
channel.

number o f the sections equals the lowest number
o f detected occurrences o f particles o f individual
trajectory in the measurement. If one trajectory had
several occurrences in one section an average
location o f this particle in the observed section was
calculated. In this way, particles with lower relative
velocity do not have greater influence on average
trajecto ry than particles w ith higher relative
velocity, which have consecutively lower number
o f occurrences o f particles.
Envelopes o f average trajectories are shown
in Figures 7 and 8. Hatched areas indicate region
o f occurrence o f average trajectories.
It can be seen that average trajectories move
from the pressure side towards the suction side of the
impeller blade channel when moving from high flow
at measurement point 1 (Fig. 7) towards the nominal
volume flow at measurement point 2 (Fig. 8).
Comparison between the average trajectory
o f particles in each of the measuring points and the
blade curvature is shown in Figure 9. Tangential angles
of average trajectories and of the impeller blades are
given in table 1. Angles were measured at radii 22,
28,34 and 40 mm. The relative flow angles were not
determined at inlet and at outlet of the channel. The
reason for this is the method of measurement, which
enables determining trajectories from occurrences of
particles on visualization images. Because the
acquisition frequency of the camera was limited to
60 Hz, images with occurrences of particles at the
inlet and outlet were seldom available. From Figure
9 we can notice congruence between the average
trajectory at nominal flow and the impeller blade.
Average trajectory at large flow is more back swept

Fig. 8. Envelope o f average trajectories o f 15

measurements at Q2=Q„ >n n2 =359.5 rpm.
Dashed line indicates the middle line o f the blade
channel.

Table 1. Tangential angles o f the average trajectories and the impeller blade at diferent radii

ß[ ° ]
R=22mm
Im peller b lad e
A v erag e tra je c to ry in m easu rem en t p o in t 1
A v erag e tra je c to ry in m easu rem en t p o in t 2

33.4
25.4
35.5

ß[ °]

ß[ ° ]

ß[ ° ]

ß=28mm
34.7
34.3
31.1

Ä=34mm
29.9
27.7
32.4

/?=40mm
28.4
28.6
27.8

Fig. 9. Average trajectory ofparticles at high flow Q=1.46Qn (dashed line) and at nominal flow Q2=Qn

(continuous line)
in com parison to the im peller blades. Average
trajectories also indicate negative incidence angle at
nominal flow and positive incidence angle at high
flow.
At both measurement points, we observed
trajectories that indicate existence of turbulent flow.
A t nom inal flow in m easurem ent point 2, they
represented 7% and at high flow at measurement
point 1 they rep resen ted 3 % o f all reco rd ed
trajecto ries. T he reaso n for low er num ber o f
turbulent trajectories at high flow in comparison
with nominal flow can also lie in the fact that we

have low er num ber o f captured occurrences o f
p a rtic le s at high flow and thus less detailed
trajectory can be drawn.
Figures 10 and 11 show four characteristic
turbulent trajectories that occurred in each o f the
tw o m easurem ent points. As we observe from
Figures 10 and 11, trajectories at large and nominal
flow detach from the pressure side o f the blade,
which indicates vortices that appear on the last two
thirds o f the blade. Observations also indicate that
these vortices are not steady but they are appearing
and disappearing with time.

Fig. 11. Trajectories that indicate turbulence at

nominal flow Q1=Qn

4.1.2 CFD Analysis
Numerically calculated streamlines for high
and nominal flows are given in Figures 12 and 13.
Numerical results when using compressible fluid
(F ig s. 12a and Fig. 13a) and w hen u sin g
incom pressible fluid (Figs. 12b and 13b) show
negligible differences when comparing streamline
plots. Flowever, there is an observable difference
in the overall air efficiency o f a vacuum cleaner

unit. Difference in efficiency between measured
and numerical results for compressible fluid was
3.72 % at nominal flow and 4.45% at high flow,
w hile the d ifferen ce in efficien cy betw een
measured and numerical results for incompressible
fluid was 11.12% at nominal flow and 23.00% at
high flow.
We can observe at experimental evaluation
as well as at numerical simulation that there is
detached fluid on the pressure side of the blade

V e lo c ity
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a)

b)

Fig. 12. Numerically calculated streamlines at high flow QI=1.46Qn using a) air as a compressible

working fluid and b) air as an incompressible working fluid

V e lo c ity
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Fig. 13. Numerically calculated streamlines at nominal flow Q = Q nusing a) air as a compressible

working fluid and b) air as an incompressible working fluid

channel. At both operational points experimental
results agree with numerical results well.

4.2 Relative Velocity
By following the particles through impeller
blade channels, we were able to calculate relative
velocities. The path was determined with the distance
between two successive occurrences o f the particle
and the time was determined by sampling frequency.
When calculating relative velocities in this manner,
one has to assum e th at v elocity betw een tw o
successive occurrences o f particles is constant and
that the flow through the impeller is two dimensional.

4.2.1 Experimental Results
From the experimental results, the velocities
were estimated from two consecutive occurrences
o f the particles. The velocity was assigned to the
middle point between both consecutive occurrences
o f particles. Due to this, the density o f points with
assigned velocity near the inlet and the outlet o f
the blade passage was low. This resulted in a lower
accuracy o f the inlet and outlet relative velocities
(Figs. 14 and 15). The accuracy depends on the
number o f velocity points and this was not the same
in all parts o f the blade channel. The m esh in
Figures 14 and 15 was calculated using the 9th
order two dimensional polynomial regression. The
results were calculated using Equations (1) to (5)
from water to air as a medium to enable comparison
with CFD results.
V e lo c ity

Fig. 14. Relative velocities at high flow

Q=1.46Q n

Figure 14 shows relative velocities at high
volum e flow. The relative velocity at the inlet
channel is higher on the suction side o f the blade.
This region extends to approximately one third of
the blade length. Further to the outlet region near
the suction side o f the blade, the relative velocities
are low and the peak o f relative velocities shifts
towards the center o f the channel and to the pressure
side. There are areas o f small relative velocities
near the pressure side o f the blade channel and at
the tip o f the pressure side o f the blade at the outlet.
Flowever, this could be due to the low number o f
data used for meshing in this region.
F ig u re 15 show s re la tiv e v e lo c itie s at
nominal volume flow. The most important feature
is the presence o f a region w ith low relative
velocities at the suction side o f the blade which
extends from approximately one third o f the blade
to the outlet o f the blade. At the inlet, the measured
relative velocities are higher, although this could
also be due to the low number o f velocity points in
this region. At the outlet o f the channel, there are
higher velocities on the pressure side o f the blade.
There is a region o f low relative velocities in the
m iddle o f the pressure side, sim ilarly to w hat
happened to a smaller extent in the case o f high
volume flow (Fig. 14).

4.2.2 CFD Analysis
The relative velocities were calculated. Results are
show n in Figures 16 and 17. Figure 16 shows
relative velocities at a high volume flow. On the

pressure side o f the blade there is a region o f
secondary flow with very low relative velocities,
starting from the tip o f the blade and extending to
approximately two thirds o f the blade length. The
peak o f relative velocities amplitude is located at
approximately one fourth o f the channel close to
the suction side o f the blade. The relative flow

velocity at the outlet o f the channel is low on its
suction side and high on its pressure side. The
maximum velocities exceed 100 m/s.
Figure 17 show s relative v elo cities at
nominal volume flow. Here, the point o f the highest
velocity is close to the tip of the blade on its suction
side. The position o f the highest relative velocities

V e lo c ity

V e lo c it y
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l 14

101
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76
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39
26
14
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[m sA-1]
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a)

b)

Fig. 16. Numerically calculated relative velocities at high flow Qt=l-46Qn using a) air as a

compressible working fluid and b) air as an incompressible working fluid. Plots show relative velocities
at middle surface between the hub and the shroud.
V e lo c ity
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Fig. 17. Numerically calculated relative velocities at nominal flow Q:=Qnusing a) air as a compressible

working fluid and b) air as an incompressible working fluid. Plots show relative velocities at middle
surface between the hub and the shroud.

has moved from the suction side to the center o f
th e c h a n n e l. T h e sam e p h e n o m e n o n o f th e
secondary flow at the pressure side o f the blade
and distribution o f velocities at the outlet o f the
channel was established as in Figure 16. Maximum
velocities exceed 85 m/s.
N o s ig n ific a n t d iffe re n c e s in re la tiv e
v e lo c itie s a m p litu d e s a n d d is trib u tio n w ere
e sta b lis h e d
b e tw e e n
c o m p re ssib le
and
incom pressible flows. This supports the use o f
experimental technique based on incompressible
water flow visualization.
Com parison betw een experimental results
and numerical simulation shows good agreement
between both methods. Using both methods, we
observe a region o f high relative velocities along
th e su c tio n sid e o f th e b la d e lo c a te d at
approxim ately the sam e position. Both methods
similarly predict a region o f low relative velocities
at the end o f the blade at the suction side. We also
notice a region o f low relative velocities along the
center o f the pressure side o f the blade and a region
o f high relativ e v elo cities at the outlet o f the
channel at the pressure side o f the blade.
5 DISCUSSION
In the follow-up, we will discuss the above
results and compare results o f experimental work
with results o f CFD analysis.
P a rtic le size an d m a te ria l se le c tio n is
influenced by inertia, gravity and buoyancy forces
o f the particles. To ensure following o f the particles
to the flow, the selected density o f particles matched
the den sity o f flow m edium . The diam eter o f
particles was dictated by the illumination technique.
We used co n tin u o u s illu m in atio n and th u s, a
relatively large size (radius r = 0.5mm) o f particles
was necessary, in contrast to the size o f particles
used in PIV m ethods [1]. U sing the theory o f
similarity, influence o f the inertia o f particles was
reduced by lowering the number o f rotations.
The compressibility o f air should be taken
into account generally as Mach number increases to
0.3 or higher. In the current research, we achieved
maximum velocities o f up to Mach 0.6. By using
water as a medium, we were not able to consider
compressibility and we relied on the comparison
between CFD results with compressible and non
compressible flows. As shown in Figures 12, 13,16
and 17, differences between both cases exist, but

they are generally negligible. Although there was
no significant difference between streamlines and
relative velocities, there is a noticeable difference
between the suction efficiencies o f the two flows.
The flow is also influenced by the Reynolds
number. In our case, the Reynolds number o f the
measurements in water was approximately 31% of
the corresponding Reynolds number in air.
The relative velocities as a result o f CFD
analysis are shown in Figures 16 and 17. At both
operational flows, we noticed that average relative
velocities calculated using CFD method are on the
average a little higher than the corresponding
measured velocities shown in Figures 14 and 15.
In our opinion, the main reason for this is the
selection o f the plane where relative velocities are
shown. This was at the center o f the channel for
the CFD, while in case o f experimental techniques;
velocity o f particles was averaged over the entire
width o f the impeller flow channel.
A comparison with CFD showed that the
p re s e n te d ex p erim en tal m eth o d en ab les
measurements of flow properties inside the impeller
with a reasonable accuracy.
These results indicate further possibilities
for the changes o f the geometry o f the impeller to
achieve better flow conditions.
6 CONCLUSION
Numerical simulation and flow visualization
through the vacuum cleaner centrifugal impeller
at nominal ( Q ) and at high flow (1.46 Q J were
compared.
Flow visualization was conducted with the
use o f the theory o f dynamical similarity where
e x p e rim e n ta l flow m ed iu m w as w ater. The
experiment confirmed good matching between the
c a lc u la ted and m easured values for pressu re
difference, rotational speed and volume flow, when
using air as a flow medium and when using water
as a flow medium.
B o th e x p e rim e n ta l v isu a liz a tio n and
numerical simulation indicate detachment o f the
flow after one third o f the blade length from the
pressure side o f the blade. Detachment occurs at
high flow as well as at nominal flow. Average
trajectory o f the particle shows congruence with
blade curvature at nominal flow, meanwhile the
average trajectory at high flow is more back swept
at trailing edge and has a positive incidence angle

at the leading edge. There is a good agreement in
d istrib u tio n o f relative velocities betw een the
p re ssu re and the suction side o f the channel
o b ta in e d by e x p e rim e n ta l m e a su re m e n t and
numerical simulation at a high flow. The similarity
decreases when comparing distribution o f relative
velocities at nominal flow.
A n a d v an tag e o f such a p p ro a c h to
experimental flow visualization is that it enables
observing the flow in different operation conditions.
Because it is possible to get numerical solutions
for almost all operation conditions, it is necessarily
to g e t also a c o n firm a tio n o f th e se re su lts
experim entally and thus gain the confidence in
num erical com putation. A lthough we achieved
relatively good comparison o f the results between
e x p e rim e n ta l m e a su re m e n t and n u m e ric a l
simulations, one has to be aware that it is most often
im possible to fulfill all conditions for dynamic
similarity. The influence o f conditions that are not
fulfilled should be evaluated and considered when
evaluating the final results.
There is also possibility o f automation o f the
presented experimental method by capturing o f the
positions o f the particles in the flow, which would
give the results in real time. The practical value of
such method would be recognized in cases where
there are numerous changing flow conditions.
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